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About Ormond Art Studios

Ormond Studios is an artist-led, not-for-profit initiative located 
in the heart of Dublin city on Ormond Quay. Now 11 years old, 
Ormond provides a creative home for eight artists full time, and 
throughout the year welcomes other creatives in through short-
term residencies and graduate awards. 

The studios is a platform for emerging visual artists, and supports 
the development of arts practice through affordable studio 
provision, critical discourse and space for events, residencies and 
exhibitions.

The physical studios consists of the upper floor in a beautiful quay-
side building overlooking the Liffey. The two main rooms are divided 
into eight individual artist spaces that are filled by permanent 
members. Additionally, there is an extra area which serves as The 
Project Space. The Project Space offers scope for members who 
have a project that possibly requires working on a larger scale, 
embodied practice and experimentation. It is in this space that 
feedback sessions, events and exhibitions happen. 

We believe that critical discourse is hugely beneficial to developing 
a professional arts practice and essential to a dynamic arts 

community. Ormond Art Studios encourages members to open 
up their practice to peer critique and facilitates lively feedback 
sessions, residencies, and information/skills sharing initiatives. 

At Ormond, an artist-led studio means that all of the running and 
organising of the space is conducted by the full-time members. 
This ranges from organising utility bills, to taking care of 
equipment, to the management of social media platforms, and so 
much more. From this all studio members gain the experience and 
insight into what is involved in running an artist space year on year. 
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Member Features of many of the artists who made up and brought to 
life Ormond Art Studios throughout 2020. 

2020  
Studio
Members

The
Annual: 
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Member Feature
Lorcan Cassidy
Lorcan Cassidy is a Dublin based visual artist. He graduated from the 
National College of Art and Design with a BA (Hons) degree in Fine Art 
Sculpture and Expanded practices. He joined Ormond Art Studios in 
September 2017.

As a visual artist, Lorcan’s work revolves around creating alternate 
realities/other worlds/narratives and then making 3D work and/or 
drawing objects/artefacts/creatures/specimens from these various 
fi ctitious realms. The entities he creates usually come from the 
concept of manifestation (abstract ideas/feelings given physical form), 
hybridization, amalgamation and/or building on/corrupting pre-
established mythological/scientifi c lore or simply constructing his own. 

A main emphasis of his work is on otherworldly jellyfi sh. Since the artist 
has a fear of these creatures in our world, through his continuing efforts, 
they have evolved into something terrifying and monstrous in his. He 
explores their (possible) devastating infl uence on humankind through 
illustration and 3D work.

Another focus of his art practice is on modes of display especially in 
terms of the museum context. The Wunderkammer has also been 
a direct infl uence in regards to his artwork. What drew him to these 
Cabinets of Curiosity was the sense of wonder and awe they inspired 
with the various objects they held, the curios, specimens and oddities, 
even in spite of their contents not always being entirely genuine.

His future plans are to continue making weird and wonderful stuff and 
trying to forge his own path through this crazy, uncertain world. 

“During the Covid-19 Pandemic, it was quite a diffi cult time. I 
found myself at home away from my studio space for an extended 
period of time. I wasn’t sure what to do really or what was going 
to happen, which was the general feeling at the time. But little by 
little I adjusted to working from home as many of us had to do. 
I had to teach myself to ignore the many distractions found in a 

home environment and get some work done. Since I didn’t have 
the space of my studio, I had to downsize and work on drawings 
mostly, stuff that could easily be done at home. I was inspired 
to create work suited for a more online world, trying to keep up 
with social media and making as many submissions as I could. 
Mostly it was just me trying to keep working and trying to keep 
whatever semblance of sanity I had left. But in the end it was quite 
a successful year for me as many of my submissions were accepted, 
much more than in previous years so I can’t grumble all that 
much.”

During the fi rst lockdown, Lorcan created a series of cheery gummy 
worm characters. They are the manifestations of the squirming, churning 
feeling you might get in the pit of your stomach. A sensation you might 
not be sure is excitement or anxiety, elation or terror. The uncanniness 
of these colourful creatures and the fact they are wriggling worms are 
representations of this uncertain and visceral state of emotion. It would 
make sense that he created them during lockdown, since it was a time 
we can all agree on was the literal defi nition of uncertainty.
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jellyfish, overthrowing mankind. Once those had been completed, he 
chose a theme among them to create a larger piece for the Winter 
Open. He picked the uncanny, creating a colourful but morbid scene of a 
skeleton surrounded, becoming and absorbing a vast collection of sweet 
treats.

Given the success of his October drawing challenge, where Lorcan asked 
for 31 random words from his followers on Instagram which he then 
compiled and used as inspiration to create 31 drawings,  he announced 
a 12 Days of Christmas drawing challenge. This time he asked for three 
random words from each person, one being Christmas themed, to create 
a series of 12 drawings. He released one drawing a day on his Instagram 
page during the 12 days of Christmas.

He submitted a trio of books containing collections of drawings of these 
gummy worms to the Temple Bar Gallery and Studios’ Art Book fair. They 
were on show, both online and in person, along with another successful 
submission of his. Entitled, ‘Take a Brick Wall’; this book contained a 
comical and possibly relatable story of persistence and/or stubbornness 
and the results. When a person would ask the artist how his career was 
going, he would almost always bring up the visual imaginary of bashing 
one’s head against a brick wall. It became a joke of his that if kept at it, 
eventually it would break … but he’d never specify whether it was the 
brick wall or his head that was doing the breaking.

With the halt of physical exhibitions, many artists and art institutions 
moved online. During the lockdown, Bring Your Own Art Art-Show 
Dublin held a few online showings of works on Instagram where anyone 
could submit. Lorcan took part in as many as he could because they 
provided a wider audience in terms of social media and practice 
towards working towards a short deadline. One piece in particular, 
created during lockdown, showed a of collection of mechanical jellyfish, 
cobbled together with clock parts. It was inspired by the Turritopsis 
dohrnii, otherwise known as the Immortal Jellyfish. A creature with the 
astounding ability to revert itself to an earlier stage of its life cycle, 
turning back the hands of time whenever it wishes. A true biological time 
machine. Both its subject matter and title, ‘Time has Lost all Meaning,’ 
captured what being in lockdown felt like.

Working under the theme of hindsight, Lorcan created his largest 
drawing to date. Standing at just less than eight foot, it showed the 
looming figure of a plague doctor. Entitled ‘P.P.E.’, it drew parallels 
between the Dark Age outfit and our current situation with masks, 
gloves and protective equipment. The artist added humour by placing 
a smartphone in the figure’s pocket, saying how they could use it to cut 
down on physical contact by video calling their friends and family.  

When the second lockdown happened in November, Lorcan submitted 
to the Winter Open and Trasna IX exhibitions in the Courthouse Gallery 
and Studios. For Trasna, were they were looking for A5, postcard sized 
art, Lorcan created three drawings based on various themes of his work. 
One was of the uncanny, so he combined elements you wouldn’t really 
associate together, candy and death. The second was display. He created 
a macabre collection of jars filled with a whole manner of monstrous 
specimens. The last was of his ever favourite idea of the invasion of 
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Alex Keatinge’s practice is concerned with the intimate space of the 
body – its oddities, sensations and discomfort. Her work begins at the 
boundary of the skin with the curiosity in mind of how the body reacts 
when it encounters another body or object. Through the creation of 
tactile objects and photographs that invite a bodily response, she 
investigates the gap between person and object, the hand and the 
artwork. Oftentimes her work is about exaggerating this gap in order 
to explore how something can be both familiar and strange at the 
same time and how this can also apply to the body. By using a method 
of reform and remove, she creates works that pace the line between 
knowingness and uncertainty. 
Since graduating with a BA(Hons) in Art from IADT in 2019 she was the 
recipient of the Ormond Art Studios Graduate Residency Award 2019 
which culminated with a solo show in September at Ormond’s Project 
space titled ‘Checking In’. She was also longlisted for the RDS Visual Art 
Awards 2019 and has exhibited at the 2019 Pallas Periodical Review #9. 

She has been a member of Ormond Art Studios since November 2019. 
During the various lockdowns, Alex turned her attention towards making 
“art for the home”. With her home becoming her studio and without the 
space to make large scale works, she focused on making functional art 
objects that could take up residence in her apartment, creating items 
such as A Shelf for Small Treasures and Clementine Bud Holder. 

She has also been producing an art book with a friend called If Found 
Please Open it is a collection of drawings made by the Irish general 
public sent via anonymous letters which express the way Irish people 
feel about Visual Art today.  

In the times that her forced on-again/off-again relationship with her 
studio became steady  (when she could legally access her studio space) 
she has been working on a new body of work that is currently taking 
a lot of inspiration from all of the flash fiction and prose she has been 
consuming during the various lockdowns. 

Member Feature
Alex Keatinge
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Member Feature
Ellie Berry

Ellie Berry is a visual artist and writer living in Ireland. Her work 
focuses on outdoor experiences, often exploring the landscape and 
the connections four there. She is in the process of completing a 
Practice-led Masters by Research at IADT, and graduated from BA 
(hons) Photography with a 1st class honours degree in 2016.  Her 
work is held in the PhotoIreland collection and IADT collection. 

Ellie joined the studio August 2019. 

For the past few years my work has focused on walking. For me, walking 
is both a very reflective activity that can facilitate thinking on unusual 
scales, and a very grounding activity that connects me to immediate 
experiences and places that I am moving through. While walking I 
make images and write, which become the basis for the work I create 
when home again. This almost back-and-forth discussion between my 
states helps bring an awareness to my work through the combination of 
research and experience.  

My research includes looking at how we culturally interact with our 
environments, and how such spaces as instagram are shaping our 
visualisation and interactions with space and place. Social media 
mediums have allowed for new realms of capitalising on the picturesque, 
while allowing a further disconnect to form between the place and the 
imaging of it. 
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2020 was not an explicitly creative year for me. As someone with a 
walking practice, covid pretty much stopped me in my tracks. I didn’t 
realise before then how much I valued the time outdoors to think 
through my process. However, I have had the chance to reignite my love 
of reading and find joy in smaller, personal creative projects. 

I’m now really looking forward to completing my masters and being able 
to show what I’ve been working on all this time! I’ve realised the practical 
elements of my work as a set of small photobooks titled ‘Footnotes’, 
and I’m excited to both see if I can bring the photobooks to a wider 
audience, and also find other ways to realise the work, such as an online 
manifestation.

ellieberry.com
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Emma Battlebury is a multi-disciplinary artist and painter based in 
Dublin. Primarily working in paint, her work employs poetic strategies to 
explore the time, space, and rhythms unique to the grammar of painting. 
While literary devices use language to move a reader through time, her 
work focuses on how a painting can perform a plurality of temporalities 
at once. By creating a deliberate diffusion of painted gestures, research 
influences, and motifs she uses painting as a brittle recording device that 
collects and synthesizes multiple points of reference. 

She has been a member of Ormond Studios since June 2020. 

My practice is informed by a kind of ‘data gathering’ of constantly 
looking, registering and reflecting upon what a painting can be. In the 
same way a word or phrase can conjure up multiple visual connotations, 
paintings can perform several registers yet ultimately remain open to 
meaning. Charline Von Heyl speaks of paintings happening all at once 
or unfolding layer by layer, as having ‘different paces of simultaneous 
perception.’ The idea of painting being polyphonic is integral to 
my practice as it allows for the work to flit between microcosms of 
subjectivity or universal feelings. 

2020 was a strange year, I felt very grateful to have a studio to retreat to. 
The silver lining was going into airplane mode for a bit and getting some 
things done! I was able to read and invest more time into experimenting 
with different pigments and paint applications.During lockdown I 
noticed my work became more figurative and playful. I experimented a 
lot with how I applied paint, dotting or using hardened brushes to swipe 
pigment on. I filled two notebooks of ink drawings and a lot were based 
on Autobiography of Red. 

In 2021 I’ll hopefully continue painting and venture into making some 
noticeboard objects that mimic the kind of bulletin boards you see in 
libraries or supermarkets. I like that they’re temporally muddled, quickly 
aging artefacts. Maybe they’ll be in cabinets or on chessboards I’m not 
sure. 

My future plans were to hopefully move abroad for a year before 
pursuing my masters. While that is on hold I am very excited about an 
upcoming project in April with some artists I really admire. Hopefully in 
the coming year I will get back to writing more and get round to making 
a website. :) 

Member Feature
Emma Battlebury
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Inside

Adrian Wojtas (Nowy Sącz, Poland, 1996) is an artist working with photography and film.
He joined the studio in December.

Influenced by his bilingual and bicultural upbringing, much of his photographic work often deals 
with themes of identity and culture. In his work, he often makes use of carefully selected colour 
palettes which he utilizes in order to convey the tone and mood of the scene, and to elicit an 
emotional response in the viewer.

“It’s no doubt that this year has been quite challenging for everyone. For me personally, being 
based outside of the city, the lockdowns meant that I had to rethink my workflow and work
within the limitations that come with making a home studio (or what passes for one) in a small 
spare room. In other aspects, it came as a blessing as it gave me the push to finalise some projects 
that have been shelved for some time, such as redesigning my website. It’s also been a good 
opportunity to step back and focus on slower aspects of living, to put away the phone, to focus on 
what matters, to look inward. That’s something I hope to hold onto once we get past it all. As for 
what comes next in the coming year, I’m keen to explore working within other mediums and see 
where I can push them.”

Soon Every Touch Will Be Divine
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My practice is drawn to unassuming yet prevailing characters in various 
narratives and their influence on their surroundings. I consider nature 
and chance my collaborators, lending space to self-aware characteristics 
and personal narratives in my pieces. My work is concerned with our 
relationship to objects in our personal domestic theatres. By combining 
sculptural storytelling with hand-drawn and digital animations, these 
assembled environments afford attention to non-verbal and gestural 
communications.

Graduate Award Resident 2018
Full-time member: February 2019 – September 2020

My recent works act as a response to tones of displacement and the 
pitfalls of nostalgia found in Franz Kafka’s short story ‘The Cares of 
a Family Man’. Social forces placing value on efficiency, success and 
productivity are highlighted through the story’s main character, Odradek. 
This research has now become further relevant with many of us facing 
unproductive conditions and states. 
So far, this project has evolved into prop-like staged sculptural elements 

Member Feature
Olivia Normile
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integrated into filmed scenarios, at times involving the family dog as 
an observer to vulnerability and recovery. While Kafka’s Odradek takes 
on the form of an heirloom of grief, a reminder of one’s lifespan and 
mortality, the family dog plays the role of peacekeeper, a carefree and 
patient character.

I was included in a group exhibition, ‘Liminal Entities’ in The Galway Arts 
Centre curated by Rita McMahon in early March, which unfortunately 
had to close until later in the year. It felt strange to have these pieces 
closed to the public, quietly waiting for an audience. I found it quite 
difficult to be away from the studio environment in Ormond during the 
first lockdown. I initially started responding to the small floorspace by 
my bedroom window with paper sculptures and simple videos of these 
on my phone. I now have a collection of strong characters and motifs 
of paper and card sculptures from that time. This year showed me that I 
need time to slow down with my work to afford more space or focus to 
individual pieces or ideas.

I’m currently working on incorporating these new sculptural characters 
into film work, alongside hand-drawn animation and sound works. I was 
fortunately awarded a Young Artist Development Award from South 
Dublin County Council to fund the material research and production of 
this body of work. I am hoping to find alternative locations for filming 
and find an appropriate environment to showcase this work.
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Clare Lyons is a visual artist and photographer working between Dublin 
and Belfast, currently pursuing an MFA in Photography at Belfast 
School of Art in Ulster University. Clare has exhibited nationally and 
internationally and her work is held in public collections such as the 
Office of Public Works and the PhotoIreland collection. Clare is a 2019-
2020 recipient of the Universities Ireland North/South Postgraduate 
Scholarship, and since 2021 has been a studio artist at the Emerging 
Artist Hub in Flax Art Studios, Belfast.

Joined March 2019, Left September 2020

Member Feature
Clare Lyons

My work is heavily concerned with the photograph as a tactile, physical 
object. I often employ elements of crafting, or working with my hands 
to construct images which build narratives relating to deeply personal 
themes and topics. Due to the personal nature of my work, a straight, 
regular photographic image often does not feel enough to even scratch 
the surface of the issues I explore. This has led to a practice built upon 
the idea of intervening with the surface of the photograph. 

My research includes topics such as repression and suppression of 
memory in response to emotional trauma, and more recently, the 
significance of revisiting the family archive in establishing one’s sense of 
self in the face of traumatic experiences.

2020 threw me curveball after curveball after curveball, but all I know in 
my life is to survive bad things and turn them into good - my practice is 
evidence of that! The initial lockdown was an incredibly transformative 
time for me, and completely changed the relationship I have with myself. 
Through intense self reflection, 2020 gave me courage and confidence 
like I’ve never had before, and for the first time in my life I was making 
decisions only for myself. This change in attitude resulted in a big move 
to Belfast, which may have been one of the best things I’ve ever done, I 
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absolutely love it here! The art community is incredible and I’ve already 
had so many great opportunities, despite the pandemic and sporadic 
lockdowns. I recently moved into a new studio space in Belfast at Flax 
Art Studios and that has done wonders for my practice, the community 
of artists here are wonderful and very supportive. It’s great and all but 
my little slice of sunshine on the Liffey at Ormond Art Studios will always 
have a special place in my heart.

I am just about to finish my MFA in Photography at the Belfast School 
of Art, which I have been working towards for the last two years. There 
will be an exhibition of our work as part of the Belfast Photo Festival 
at Belfast Exposed Gallery which I am very excited about! I was also 
recently selected by PhotoIreland to represent Ireland for the 2021 
Futures Photography Platform, which is a European platform dedicated 
to promoting and nurturing emerging photographic talent - so I am 
really looking forward to see what opportunities arise from that!
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John is a visual artist working extensively in community, youth and 
health settings. He uses a multi-disciplinary approach to respond to 
environments and the lived experience of communities. His work is 
often informed by socially engaged research with target communities 
– particularly having discussions over tea - and it occurs through 
sophisticated collaborative and solo work, as well as curation, project 
production, and the commissioning of other specialists. 
John joined Ormond Studios in August 2020.

Member Feature
John Conway

His practice is motivated by concerns about art’s role in diverse 
and complex community and health settings: How do communities 
meaningfully engage in devising, producing and experiencing artistic 
responses to issues which affect them? And how can art produced with - 
and in response to - these communities balance accessibility, relevance, 
and authenticity with artistic integrity, quality, and the production of 
boundary pushing art-work?

John is the director and Curator of Other People’s Practices (OPP), a 
long term artist research residency program which takes place in the 
National Forensic Mental Health Service. He is also Creative Director of 
the multi award winning Kildare Young Filmmakers.

Recent awards include The Arts Council’s Arts Participation Bursary 
Award, Creative Ireland’s National Creativity Fund, the ArtsandHealth.
ie Documentary Bursary Award, the Kildare Arts Act Grant and the Artist 
in the Community Research and Development Scheme managed by 
CREATE.

John spent the Spring/Summer lockdown stranded in Greece with his 
partner and their now 16 month old daughter, Oriana. He was fortunate 
enough to be able to work remotely on the realisation of a number of 
projects from there. The second lockdown spent here in Ireland, was 
equally productive; John received The Arts Council’s Arts Participation 
Bursary Award to research emerging approaches to socially engaged art 
during COVID times across the Republic and North of Ireland.

During 2021 John will continue to develop an innovative site specific, 
virtual reality theatre project with the support of Kildare Arts Service 
which will be delivered household-to-household around Kildare. He will 
also be directing Phase 2 of OPP, and working towards a solo exhibition 
in Pallas Project/Studio as part of their Artist Initiated Projects, which was 
postponed in 2020 due to lockdown measures.

otherpeoplespractices.com
johnconway.ie

Instagram:  @john_conway_
  @other_peoples_practices
  @kildareyoungfilmmakers
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Suzanne Walsh is a writer and artist from Wexford, currently working in 
Dublin. She uses performative lectures, audio/musical performances and 
text-based work to query ideas around human/non-human relationships 
and consensus reality. This often draws on the scientific world as well 
as more esoteric sources. Recent work uses appropriation of texts from 
various sources including diaries, Facebook groups, historical poetry, 
nature documentaries and scientific texts. She explores performativity 
and modes  of delivery through acting, vocalisation and recitation, and 
sometimes uses video, audio recordings and photography, in addition. 
She often collaborates with other artists, and has worked with musicians, 
filmmakers and artists as an actor/performer and vocalist, moving 
between the literature, music and art world. These include artists such 
as Vivienne Dick, Tadgh O’Sullivan, and The Experimental Film Society. 
Writing is also important, and she has published essays, reviews and 
poetry in publications including Circa Art Magazine, Fallowmedia, gorse 
journal, and Winter Papers, as well as being commissioned to write texts 
by AEMI, and Wexford and Fingal Arts Offices, amongst others. She 
has performed and shown/read work at galleries and festivals including 
Galerie Michaelastock Vienna, TENT Rotterdam, Phoenix Institute 
Brighton, Sion Stables in Tyrone, IMMA, Galway Arts Centre, The Model 
Gallery Sligo, Between.Pomiędzy Literature Festival Poland, and The 
International Literature Festival, and  in Tulca 2020. Walsh is currently 
funded by the Irish Arts Council and is working on a new body of work, 
based around birds, death, and transmutation. www.suzannewalsh.ie 

I was in Ormond studios for a brief time, in late autumn/winter of 2020, 
as in that time I also was awarded a project Space at TBGS. However in 
that short time I’ve come to appreciate the work the members put in to 
run a vital artists resource in the city centre of Dublin. The view over the 
Liffey makes it particularly special. 

Member Feature
Suzanne Walsh

Like many artists, some of my work was curtailed during the lockdown, in 
particular the performative part of my practice, although I did take part 
in some online readings. While I appreciate those experiences, they can 
never replace live performance.I look forward to when we can have live 
performances, talks, and music again in the future.  

As a writer I was less affected. For me this is one of the special aspects of 
writing, it’s ability to have minimal materiality but also its ability to absorb 
and reflect on the world. I often write at home anyways, and some of the 
writing began to reflect my immediate neighbourhood. 

One of the projects that I was involved in this year, as a writer, was a 
project by Chris Steenson, called ‘On Chorus’. Chris made recordings 
during the earlier lockdown, during the spring, the dawn chorus in the 
city centre, particularly along the railway. The birds were noticeably 
louder during the hush of traffic. He proposed to Irish Rail to play the 
recordings at train stations country-wide, early in the morning.This 
eventually took place in November.  He further approached me to write 
a text for the website it would also be hosted on. I’d been walking 
around the Blessington Basin which I live beside, daily, and observing the 
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birds there. I got the idea to write a short story about a character taking 
a voyage to the tiny island in the centre of the lake, inspired by the 
Voyage of St. Brendan. The island had become this kind of unreachable 
Romantic landscape in my mind, while we were confined within our 
2K.  The story, Paradise Isle,  takes place in a ‘future Phibsboro,’ where 
something inexplicable has happened to change the relationship 
between land and people, in an unsettling way. 

I’ve also been lucky to continue to have other writing commissions, and a 
work in Tulca, Lazarus Lingua, which had gone through several iterations 
due to lockdowns, and ended up as an audio work. 

I feel still drawn to make more work based in Phibsboro, so I’m taking 
some photographs, especially in the Basin, as well as writing some 
stories set in the area, hopefully to make a trilogy. As performance isn’t 
coming back soon, I’m going to also focus on more audio recordings 
over the next few months. 
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Ormond  
Interviews: 

2020 
Graduate 
Award Winners
Studio Member Alex Keatinge interviews Ormond’s 2020 Graduate 
Award Winner Luke Van Gelderen and shortlisted artists Lana May 
Fleming and Rory Malone about their practices, life after graduating and 
making art in tumultuous times.
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How would you describe your practice?
 
In my practice I attempt to view scenes from the scientific world through 
a poetic lens. By doing this we can engage with the various cultural and 
spiritual aspects that lie underneath the skin of these scientific activities.  
As a person with an avid fascination with all things scientific I feel like it 
is necessary for me to use the ability and platform that I have to try and 
expand the affective reach of this field.

Interview
Rory Malone

In your recent online talk for Ormond you said that scientists aren’t 
the best image makers, can you tell us a bit about your experience 
with being the only artist amongst scientists?
 
To achieve the aesthetic is not on a scientist’s to-do list. It’s not their 
objective to fill. They have various other objectives to seek out, that 
serve different purposes to what an artist is looking for. It just turns out 
that, unfortunately, the results that scientists are striving for are not, while 
being very meaningful in themselves, in the correct format for affective  
consumption by the public. 
 
From my experience with the few scientists that I have collaborated with 
I find that they are equally as excited as me about the project that we are 
working on. I think this is because while working on their research they 
never thought to entertain the idea of their work being artistic. Therefore 
as we collaborate they are finding out a new use of their research and 
new areas of exploration that they haven’t even thought of.
 
 
Art and Science seem to be very closely related but it’s kind of 
difficult to say why, do you have an insight into why artists and 
scientists are often crossing paths?
 
I find that artists are good intermediaries between theory and beauty. 
While making meaningful work scientists often fail to see the potential 
cultural impact of their research. The collaborative translation of this 
research into something beautiful is a task that only the scientist and the 
artist together can achieve. I think that this symbiosis is the reason why 
we tend to see the two fields crossing into each other.
 
When describing your piece ‘6 litres’ you said that what people 
are seeing is the “spirit of interaction”. Can you tell us how you 
captured this?
 
To physically capture this I had two people shake hands in front of the 
Schlieren system. A Schlieren system is an optic system that shows 
hidden air currents on the television monitor, in this case the system was 
used to capture the body heat coming off two people shaking hands. 
While I thought that this might be interesting to film with the setup, I 
never expected that the result would be so powerful. When the hands 
are clasped together they produce a lot of heat and hot air. When the 
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hands unclasp this hot air is wrenched apart , this wrenching causes 
a vortex of hot air to mingle in the space where the two hands were.   
While this explains what is scientifically happening in reality it looks as 
if there is a physical spirit or ghost that is left behind after two people 
touch each other. This spirit lingers in the air for only a second and then 
fades away as the two people move apart.
 
This piece was created before the coronavirus pandemic but it feels 
very much like a work of this moment. Do you think people view 
it differently than how you intended now with the context of the 
pandemic in mind?
 
Ah I am very aware of this, it seems that the entire concept of the 
work has been flipped upside down. While originally I made the work 
to promote human connection, to show that we are always physically 
connected with the people around us through the constant sharing of 
heat and breath. Now it seems like the work is a warning sign, showing 
us “how vulnerable we are to the emissions of others”.

I find it amazing how much a work can change from its original idea, but I 
suppose the world has changed a lot around it.
 
What are you working on now?
 
Currently I am doing some CG video commissions and some custom 
sewn teddy commissions! I am trying to finish off some artworks and am 
researching a lot into old incorrect scientific theories.
 
I find it fascinating that at the end of the 19th century there is an account 
of the physicist Lord Kelvin (inventor of the Kelvin scale) saying that 
“There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. All that remains 
is more and more precise measurement.” At the time it was widely 
understood that a thing called the aether existed. Looking into the 
reasons and deductions that were done by most physicists at the time 
to then arrive at the aether explanation all make perfect logical sense, 
but they are all wrong as the aether doesn’t exist. I am currently thinking 
a lot about cases like this and intend to create a work that looks at the 
inherent and wonderful self doubt that science must have to progress.
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As Richard Feynman said:
 “In order to make progress, one must leave the door to the 
 unknown ajar.”
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So, who is the edible woman?

The edible woman is very much so a borrowed term taken from Margaret 
Atwood’s book of the same title, It’s the perfect way to describe a history 
of seductress’ or figures of beauty who are in constant peril of being 
devoured by those who admire them; made out as something self 
inflicted as if it were their own fault they are being viewed this way. Such 
as Eve with her extended hand offering the forbidden fruit, a symbol of 
female temptation intertwined with consumption, hunger and lust. The 
edible woman is all who have ever been described as having creamy 
skin, berry lips, apple cheeks and melon breasts. 

In your recent online talk for Ormond you mentioned their being a 
strong relationship between beauty grooming and food grooming. Is 
food sexy?

Food is extremely sexy, the phallic and yonic nature of aphrodisiacs 
exist as symbols of food based lust and as food objects to promote 
sexuality. Seeking the satisfaction of desires whether sexual or hunger 
have become entangled with each other. ‘Food Porn’ borrows its whole 
aesthetic from pornography they are both visuals aimed to satisfy the 
viewer.

The Edible Woman, The Strawberry Girl, The Ugly Carrot. You seem 
to work with different characters within your practice, are these your 
alter egos?

I’ve never really considered them as alter egos of myself, I like to 
think of them as animated symbols of these food/human hybrids. I 
find characters important in the work especially when referring to a 
personification of food. As I often engage with performance in my 

Interview
Lana May Fleming
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practise it was a natural reaction to put my own physical body in the work 
and there’s a freedom in dressing up where I can remove my identity. 

You are a co-founder of the recently developed cruxx. project, how 
did this start and what was it in response to?

Luke van Gelderen, Frances Hennigan and myself worked on the idea 
of cruxx.project during the lockdown as a way of showcasing work that 
was otherwise hindered due to Covid-19’s impact on the arts. We felt as 
emerging artists it was important that we had a platform which did not 
rely solely on physical space, but something that existed outside these 
boundaries. For this reason we used the term ‘airings’ as something that 
exists in between physical and digital as a substitution for exhibition. 
cruxx.project is a central meeting point and encourages a collective 
consciousness or hive sharing at its core.  

What can we expect to see from you next?

However many times I think I’m done with my sexy strawberry I can’t quit 
her yet. Expect to see her alongside some new tasty characters. 
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Annual  
Features: 

Making 
a Monster
Studio Member Lorcan Cassidy guides us through his creative process 
on how to ‘make your own monster’.
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When I am coming up with a new grotesque monstrosity, there are 
a few favourite starting points of mine. The first is manifestation, a 
visual or physical representation of an abstract concept. Negative 
emotions for one, with fear being the most prevalent. That was why 
I used jellyfish since I have a fear of them. You can do the same, 
use your own fears to create something terrifying and that will 
translate to other viewers.

Other negative emotions also provide intriguing elements to work 
with, sorrow, hatred, anger, greed, violence, etc. Simple examples 
would be a creature born of sorrow might never stop weeping, its 
tears could be acid or tar or some other ghastly substance. An 
entity of greed could have a multitude of arms to take everything 
it wants. Or a beast of violence, with a scarred and battered body 
that is able to generate a never ending supply of weapons.

Another method of creating a monster is hybridization, mashing 
and mixing two or more elements together to form a hideous 
amalgamation. This process has been used for centuries. Think 
about the Minotaur and Centaur of Greek mythology, werewolves 
from folklore, mermaids, griffins, chimeras, etc. There are so many 
possibilities. Will it have a humanoid form? Will it be more beast-
like? Or just an amorphous blob with mismatched limbs?

Drawing inspiration from myths and folklore is also another method 
of mine to make a monster since there are countless creatures 
from the centuries passed. I’ve already mentioned Greek mythology, 
there’s also Celtic, Japanese, Aboriginal and so many others. Do 
some research and discover all the horrors the world has to offer 
to inspire you.

Making a Monster
Methods to the Madness

The final favourite method of mine is the uncanny approach. 
When a monster is huge and ugly, it’s quite easy to spot. You can 
tell immediately what it is but what about if you couldn’t? A truly 
terrifying monster is one you can’t tell is a monster. An example 
of this would be a cute little rabbit stuffed animal. Sure it looks 
harmless, but when a child sleeps with it at night, it reveals its true 
form, opening up a huge, fang filled maw, devouring the youngster 
while they cuddle it, leaving not even their bones when morning 
comes.

When it comes to creating monsters, you can have a lot of fun 
coming up with all the details you can put in and the reasoning 
behind them. Its physical traits, is it small or giant? How many 
limbs does it have? How many eyes or mouths? What is its primary 
environment? Does it have gills, fins and tentacles because it lives 
in the sea? Or a tough, thick hide and wide feet like snow shoes 
because it favours the cold?

From there, you can add other elements like does it have any 
special powers? Can it shoot spikes from its body, extend its 
tongue, shapeshift, vomit up acid, control the minds of its victims, 
etc. You can consider so many things, incorporating whatever you 
see fit. Other details would include what it smells like, sounds like, 
its disposition, does it come out during the day or night and what 
is its main diet? Does it feed on fear? Small rodents? Children? 
Humans?

So consider your monster from the tips of their horns to the end of 
their razor sharp tail and everything in between. Think about all the 
details and have fun coming up with something that might haunt 
your nightmares forevermore. 
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Hello there!

Today I’m going to be showing you how to create a malevolent jellyfish 
monster. I chose purple as the main colour to match my supplies around 
but you can pick whatever colour or combination of colours you would 
like to work with. Speaking of supplies, first check out the list below for 
everything you will need to make your own monstrous jellyfish.

You Will Need: 

• A round-bottomed bowl
• PVA glue 
• Cling film
• Needle & thread 
• Crepe paper
• Pipe cleaners
• White card 
• Markers/pens
• Acrylic paint
• Toilet paper tube
• Wire
• Double-sided tape 

Making a Monster
How to: Jellyfish Monster

1. First we need to make the bell, 
the domed head of the jellyfish. 
Turn your bowl upside down and 
then cover it with cling film. Coat 
the clingfilm with PVA glue and 
then add more sheets of cling 
film. Build it up with four or five 
layers and leave to dry. Don’t 
worry if it’s not smooth, a bumpy, 
uneven texture will give it a more 
grotesque appearance. 
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2. Next comes the messy part! 
Once the glue is dry, paint the 
bell using acrylic paint. Make sure 
to paint both the outside and 
the underside. Given that this a 
plastic and glue, it make take a 
little time for it to dry and might 
need a few coats. Leave it to the 
side to dry completely. 

3. While you are waiting for the 
paint to dry, on your white card, 
draw some monstrous facial 
features for your jellyfish. Create 
whatever you like! Colour them in 
and then cut them out.  
Once the paint on the bell is dry, 
attach you facial features with 
double sided tape. Arrange them 
how you see fit. 

4. Cut a length of wire that 
surrounds the base of your 
expressive bell. Wind the ends 
around one another to create a 
circle. Roll the base of your bell 
up over the wire and use glue 
to secure it in place. Do this the 
whole way round until the wire 
is hidden completely. Paint it to 
reinforce it once the glue dries. 
This wire will help the bell keep 
its shape.
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5. With the bell now complete 
it is time to move onto the 
tentacles. Cut your crepe paper 
into strips for your tentacles. 
Create two sets of them, one 
set being longer than the other. 
Afterwards time the sides of the 
tentacles into a pattern
e.g. spikes, tatters, etc., to make 
them more interesting

6. Now that your tentacles are 
ready to go, get the toilet paper 
tube and cut it down to size, so 
it can fit underneath your bell 
without sticking out. Next, paint 
the toilet paper tube. After it 
is dry, apply PVA glue to the 
outside and start sticking the 
longer set of tentacles onto the 
toilet paper tube so they hang 
down from it. Place the tube to 
one side. 
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While the glue dries, take your 
shorter set of tentacles and tie 
them tightly together at the top 
using thread. Next, securely 
surround the tied together top 
with pipe cleaners. Your tentacles 
are now ready to be attached.  

7. Turn your bell upside down. 
Apply glue liberally to the centre 
of its underside and then around 
the top of the toilet paper tube 
with the longer set of tentacles 
attached. Stick it, with the 
tentacles hanging down, onto the 
underside ofthe bell. When the 
glue dries, you can paint around 
its rim for some extra support. 

8. Thread a needle and then run 
it through the top of your shorter 
tentacles a few times. After that, 
pierce the bell throug the centre 
of the toilet paper tube. Pull on 
it until the shorter tentacles are 
nestled inside. on the outside of 
the bell, remove the needle and 
tie the thread off so your monster 
jellyfish can be hung. You are all 
done! 

With your monstrous jellyfish now 
complete, watch it sway in the 
air like its real world counterpart 
does as it drifts through the 
ocean, its multitude of stinging, 
grasping tentacles outstretched, 
ready to grab hold of its prey. 

Did you know a group of jellyfish 
is known as a smack of a bloom? 
Create more of these creatures 
to swell their ranks and make 
a much more efficient pack of 
malevolent hunters ... 
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Annual  
Features: 

Studio Member Bronagh Lee helps us lay out our months, creative goals, 
or simply daily doodles. 

The 
Ormond 
Planner
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The 
Annual: 

A special thanks to all the members that made this annual possible,  
especially Alex who conducted the interviews and gathered all the  
materials; Emma for our cover designs; Bronagh for our Annual Planner; 
Lorcan for Making a Monster; and Ellie for designing and putting it all 
together. 

And thank you to everyone who attended our online talks, applied to 
be a member or take part in a residency, and followed along with our 
developements on social media! 

Ormond Art Studios is supported by the Arts Council, and we send them 
our heart-filled thanks for ensuring creative spaces can continute to exist 
across Dublin and all of Ireland. 

Thank You
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The 
Studio: 

ormondartstudios.com
ormondartists@gmail.com

Instagram  @ormondartstudios
Twitter  @OrmondArtStudio
Facebook facebook.com/ormondartstudios
Youtube  youtube.com/channel/UCkI9eZMnz0eHSEPhguZrBGQ

Elsewhere




